
ATALANTE 4
Exceptional Performance
Unparalleled Balance



ATALANTE 4 is a  3-way model equipped with the 28mm soft-dome tweeter and its built-
in Revival Audio ARID (Anti Reflection Inner Dome) patented technology, that can absorb
95+% of resonance in the chamber.

Setting new standards for premium audio speakers, ATALANTE 4 introduces the
industry-first BSC (Basalt Sandwich Construction) 5-inch midrange driver. Teaming up
with two 7-inch BSC woofers, this premium speaker achieves a sublime balance between
rigidity and lightweight construction, delivering supreme sound symmetry. Thanks to
their exceptional damping construction, these drivers provide natural, swift, and smooth
responses with remarkably tight bass dynamics.

The pièce de résistance of ATALANTE 4 lies in its Hand-Tuned Crossover – a culmination
of decades of experience meticulously tuned by ear, and second to none. Enhancing the
auditory experience, it incorporates the best-in-its-range components, including the
prestigious Van den Hul Skyline Hybrid cables.

As a finish touch, the Premium Spike Set, a novel design in the ATALANTE 4, not only
enhances the speaker’s aesthetic but also ensures functional stability, enabling effortless
micro-height adjustments.

More than just a premium speaker, the ATALANTE 4 is a visceral audio and visual
experience that takes listening to its next, best level. With its exceptional performance
and unparalleled balance, this state-of-the-art floor standing speaker invites you to
immerse yourself in a world where art and audio exist in equilibrium.
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INTRODUCING…
Since the debut of the ATALANTE series in September 2022, each member has left an
indelible mark on the ears of listeners and reviewers alike.

Now, after a year and a half of anticipation, ATALANTE 4 emerges to redefine
performance perfection and complete the ATALANTE family.

ATALANTE 4 inherits the legacy of ATALANTE premium audio speaker predecessors,
while pushing boundaries with new innovations. Beautifully designed, this floor standing
speaker combines timeless design details with a modern aesthetic, making it a stylish
sound addition to rooms of any size.

ATALANTE 4 aligns the iconic sound characteristics of the ATALANTE series. Listening to
it all day long only can be more enjoyable.

Experience Unmatched Audio Excellence and Balance at its Best, with ATALANTE 4.

KEY FEATURES

https://revivalaudio.fr/atalante-4/

https://revivalaudio.fr/atalante-4/


RASC Tweeter is the iconic driver of Revival Audio. The 28mm
soft-dome tweeter, coated with our secret recipe, and built-in
Revival Audio ARID (Anti Reflection Inner Dome) patented
technology absorbs 95+% of resonance in the chamber.

RASC™ 28MM TWEETER 
Detailed Restitution, Beyond Expectations

ARID, which stands for Anti Resonance Inner Dome, is a Revival
Audio patented technology.

ARID technology provides extended frequency response benefits
from no-absorbing damping in the space behind the dome.

ARID PATENTED TECHNOLOGY
Edging Innovation, From Outstanding to Extraordinary

HAND-TUNED CROSSOVER 
Built to Last

BSC (Basalt Sandwich Construction) drivers are a Revival
Audio unique and iconic (visually too) technology. Basalt is
extracted from lava stone which has never been used in Hi-
End audio, with similar characteristics as glass fibre but a
better Young modulus.

BSC™ MIDRANGE & WOOFERS 
First Ever in Hi-End

OUTPERFORMING LARGE SIZE FERRITE MAGNET 
It is Large!

Our philosophy of crossover design is…we don’t have a
philosophy. We tune the sound by ears and experiences.
We use as few components as possible, only necessary
ones.  In ATALANTE 4, we incorporate the best-in-its-range
components, including Van den Hul Skyline Hybrid cables.

The "horsepower" of an engine, for a driver, is the magnet
system. In all ATALANTE models, we chose ferrite magnets, not
only because it is eco-friendly, but they also offer a real
balanced output.



Type 3-way loudspeaker

Drivers

1 1/8” (28mm) soft-dome tweeter equipped with Revival Audio
ARID (Anti Reflection Inner Dome) patented technology with a
large back chamber and low resonance frequency of 650Hz
5 1/4” (13.5cm) BSC (Basalt Sandwich Construction) midrange
driver
2 of 7” (18cm) BSC (Basalt Sandwich Construction) woofers

Frequency
Response
(+/-3db)

38Hz – 26kHz (-3dB)

Sensitivity
(2.83V/1m) 89dB/2.83V/ 1 metre

Nominal
Impedance 4 ohms

Minimum
Impedance 3.2 ohms at 120Hz

Crossover
Frequency 550Hz and 3.0kHz

Recommended
Amplifier Power

Power handling: 200 watts. 
Starting from 30-50 watts.

Recommended
Room Size 30 to 50 m2

Dimensions
(H*W*D) 1200 mm x 345 mm x 395 mm

Net Weight 38 kg. (83.75 lbs.)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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